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Introduction to Document Image Quality Assessment (DIQA)

● DIQA aims to quantify degradations like focus blur and motion artefacts in a 

document image.

● Typically, DIQA algorithms can be classified into:

○ Global DIQA : Single score for entire image. The score for local regions (if needed) is computed 

by taking each region as an image.

○ Local DIQA   : Computes scores for all local regions. All local scores are combined to get a 

global score.



Introduction to Document Image Quality Assessment (DIQA)
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Shortcomings of current DIQA algorithms

A. Dependency on OCR

a. Current algorithms rely on OCR percentage accuracy as ground-truth (Ye et al. [1], Kang et al. [2]).

b. However, OCR accuracies are dependent on font (type, size), language, document layout 
(presence of tables, graphs etc.), presence of images. Moreover, for identical input, different 
OCR algorithms can give different results.

                       OCR Accuracy: 97.15%           OCR Accuracy: 98.15%



Dependency on OCR examples contd.

                       OCR Accuracy: 97.15%

                       OCR Accuracy: 78.09%                        OCR Accuracy: 47.94%                        OCR Accuracy: 72.50%

The above examples clearly demonstrate that OCR accuracies are not invariant towards presence 
of tables, layout changes and diagrams.



Shortcomings of current DIQA algorithms

B. Erroneous intra-document representation

a. Most current state-of-the-art algorithms use a single ground truth value for input images (Ye et 

al. [1], Kang et al. [2]).
b. The single ground truth approach is correct only if: 

i. The entire image is uniform with no intra-document variations, which is rarely the case.
ii. The decision is based on a certain region of the document, e.g. the best/worst part of the 

input.
c. Using a single ground truth for entire image leads to erroneous training and incorrect 

evaluation.



Erroneous intra-document representation example

This representation shows two
regions of the same input image.

The large intra-document difference
introduced due to motion effects 
can be seen in the diagram.

A single value of ground truth such
as OCR accuracy can not capture
these differences.



Other recent attempts (limited to focus blur)

                                                                            

        

These approaches are limited to out-of-focus blur and cannot handle motion artefacts.

● Rai et al. ICDAR’17
● Computationally vary the camera focus distance to calculate 

radius of blur ground truth

● Maheshwari et al. ICVGIP’16
● Analyze transitions between text and non text region



Proposed solution : Spatial Frequency Response (SFR)

● We propose an alternate way to calculate ground truth which can be used for 
both local and global DIQA.

● The proposed method uses the concept of Spatial Frequency Response, 
traditionally used to determine camera quality in terms of sharpness.

SFR calculation schematic to predict sharpness of smartphone cameras.



Proposed solution : Spatial Frequency Response (SFR)

● Our main insight is that if the camera module is not changed and the quality 
score changes, then that change is due to the difference in input image quality.

● We apply this insight on our training images, with a setup to generate local 
quality scores using slanted-edges technique, typically used for SFR.

● Using our ground-truth and training images, we train a Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN). This can be used for quality estimation of document images 
(locally and globally) in uncontrolled settings.



Proposed solution : Spatial Frequency Response (SFR)

● The setup for the calculation of local SFR scores and a schematic 
representation for score calculation is shown below.



Proposed solution : Spatial Frequency Response (SFR)

● We calculate the SFR score for each ‘slanted-edge patch’ corresponding to the 
patch in the input document image.

● We calculate a final score as the weighted mean of two patches with minimum 
scores, weighted according to the distance from the patch.

● We have generated an extensive dataset using the above stated guidelines 
which we refer to as the SFR dataset. 



Calculation of SFR values

● Traditionally, SFR is used to calculate the ‘Resolution Power’ of a camera.
● For SFR calculation, we require an input with all frequencies, i.e. a step 

function.
● However, for SFR to work, we need frequency from the sensor beyond its 

pitch. This is why we use the ‘slanted-edge’ technique.
● Since the value of intensity remains constant along the edge and gradually 

decreases along the direction of the gradient, a slanted edge helps to capture 
intensity variations less than the sensor dimensions.



Calculation of SFR values

● The Fourier Transform of array of intensity values across gradient axis 
therefore, gives Spatial Frequencies much higher than Nyquist limit of sensor 
dimensions.

● The ratio of the above Fourier Transform with DC component of the signal 
gives the resolution ratio at all frequencies.

● If the resolution ratio falls below a certain threshold (typically equal to 0.5) for a 
frequency, that frequency is the SFR score for the particular camera assembly.



Quality Estimation Pipeline

● Patch Extraction
● Ground truth calculation
● Training & Testing



Quality Estimation Pipeline : Patch Extraction

● Non document regions in the input image are removed using segmentation of 
bounding box with largest connected component, assuming that the document 
occupies the largest part of the image (Ye et al. [1]).

● Traditionally, DIQA approaches used either random or binarization based 
patch selection.

● Random patch selection leads to selection of non-informative background 
patches.

● Binarization algorithms get affected with presence of blur in image.
● We use the intelligent informative patch extraction as proposed in Rai et al. [4].

○ Patches are centred on the transition between text and non-text region.
○ These transition edge profiles are prominent indicators of quality in image.



Quality Estimation Pipeline : Patch Extraction

 

Comparison of patches selected using binarization and our approach for a low quality image



Quality Estimation Pipeline : Ground truth calculation

● We use the ‘slanted-edge’ technique described before to calculate SFR value 
for each selected patch.

● Patches from the same document image can have different ground truth value 
in case of intra-document quality variation.

                                                                               si is SFR value at ci



Quality Estimation Pipeline : Training & Testing

● The selected patches along with their ground truth values are used to train a 
Convolutional Neural Network proposed in Kang et al. [2].

● The trained model is used to predict the quality score for test patches, 
selected from the test image in the same fashion.

● We generate a quality-map and a global quality score for the entire image as 
the mean of all local scores using the pipeline.



Quality Estimation Pipeline : Training & Testing

CNN Architecture



Results and Comparisons

● We present the results of various learning and non-learning based DIQA 
algorithms on the proposed dataset. 

● We compare the algorithms using both OCR and the proposed ground truth. 
● The metrics used for comparison are:

○ Linear Cross Correlation: Measures the degree of similarity between two curves.
○ Spearman Rank Order Cross Correlation: Measures the similarity of monotonicity between two 

curves.

● The metrics have been applied for both global and local DIQA.



Results and Comparisons

Comparison of different approaches on SFR Dataset with OCR accuracies as ground truth

LCC SROCC

ΔDOM 0.64 0.65

FOCUS MEASURE 0.69 0.80

CORNIA 0.89 0.87

EPM 0.79 0.82

DCNN 0.85 0.82



Results and Comparisons

 Comparison of different approaches on SFR Dataset with proposed ground truth

LCC SROCC

ΔDOM 0.80 0.74

FOCUS MEASURE 0.70 0.89

CORNIA 0.96 0.87

EPM 0.94 0.89

PROPOSED APPROACH 0.97 0.89



Results and Comparisons

● As can be seen from the results above, the proposed ground truth increases 
the accuracies for all algorithms. 

● Also, on comparing the local DIQA scores, training the network with the 
proposed ground truth leads to a substantial increase in the prediction 
accuracy over using OCR as ground truth (For DCNN approach, LCC and 
SROCC for local patches increase from 0.74 to 0.90 and 0.73 to 0.83 
respectively).



Conclusions and Future Work

● We have used the concept of SFR to quantify the quality of a document  image 
at patch level.

● Using extensive experiments we have demonstrated that the proposed ground 
truth leads to a more accurate training of deep neural networks.

● We plan to explore this dataset for the application of deblurring document 
images.
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Questions ?
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